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The Parish of Lyonshall looking North West towards Wales from the Holmes Marsh ridge at 'Cold Heart'. 

No apologies for the fact that this April edition of the Country Diary actually includes observations from the first 
three days in May!  As I mentioned to a contributor, some “first sightings” and “first hearings” are too time-sensitive 
to wait another month! Please keep sending reports in, whatever the date, as it is most important that the Diary 
covers the whole parish of Lyonshall and that at the end of the year we can put together a complete picture of our 

natural history both rare and not-so-rare. jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

The month in general 

 

“April hath put a spirit of youth in everything.”  [William Shakespeare – Sonnet XCVIII]. 

 

And the “spirit of youth” has definitely been present here. Despite the short cold snap towards the end of 

the month (see Weather on Page 4) April has not disappointed, with all manner of plants growing and 

coming into leaf and flower with such rapidity that it could be measured in hours, birds nest-building and 

mating and young mammals – especially rabbits among the wildlife – popping out of their winter quarters 

with a total disregard for danger!  

There has also been a big difference this year between the progress of the oak trees and the ashes, 

reported from Yazor to Pembridge so it’s not a Lyonshall “fluke”. The pictures below, taken in the Broad 

Meadow within 5 minutes of each other, show this clearly with the oak in full leaf (+ catkins) and the ash 

barely showing signs of Spring at all. There will never be a better year for testing that old prediction of a 

dry summer “If the oak’s before the ash...” etc. Gardeners, check your hosepipes if you haven’t had to use 

them already this year! 

 

      
The 'Broad Oak' [over 275 years old] & its catkins alongside a mighty Ash in the Fishpool Orchard. 

Fauna 

 

Mammals: 
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Once again there have been no reports of any significant activity amongst the Lyonshall mammals -- lots 

of rabbits and grey squirrels, of course, and the occasional bank vole. However “our man in Yazor” reports 

seeing a large rat chasing an even larger rabbit over quite a long stretch of time (the rabbit getting away); 

and “our man in Pembridge” reports mice and voles being fed to young barn owls so I guess our Lyonshall 

correspondents have just not been in the right place at the right time to see mammals. Better luck in May! 

 

Birds: 

The picture of birds in Lyonshall is, however, quite different. There have been lots of sightings and 

hearings. Most notably the sound the whole nation waits for in Spring, the first cuckoo, was heard near 

Cold Heart at Holmes Marsh on May 2nd. The cuckoo is rarely seen and has some thuggish habits but 

nevertheless we are all pleased to register its return each year to confirm that Summer really is coming 

again. Other signs of summer include the first house martins seen in the village on April 18th and the first 

swifts seen on May 2nd.   

Excellent pictures (below) from Bullocks Mill where there are dippers and goosanders; the latter is a fish-

eating duck and thus unpopular with anglers - but the male is so handsome. 

 

       
A solitary Dipper & a “sawbilled” Goosander @ Bullocks Mill © Derek C. 

Water birds, of course, need water and the moorhens and mallards who have previously nested in or 

around the Upper Fishpool have not been seen recently (but may still be there among the rushes despite 

the fact that the water level is very low due to the combination of a dry April and rising silt levels). However 

I am pleased to report the sight of a moorhen strutting confidently – there’s no other way to describe it – 

alongside the A44 at Penrhos! Hopefully it got back safely to one of the pools at Penrhos Court! 

Among the smaller birds, Siskins and Pied Wagtails have been reported as well as the usual range of 

Sparrows, Dunnocks, finches, tits and Robins. Two pairs of Jays are nesting at New Street, which is good to 

know because they rarely seem to visit The Old Station. Here, however, we now have this year’s pair of 

Collared Doves – more gentle and endearing than their flappy Woodpigeon cousins. Has anyone seen or 

heard a Skylark in Lyonshall? They can be found in Pembridge so why not here? 

Finally on the subject of birds, a Wren flew out of a hole in a wall a few days ago and gave away the 

presence of its nest – green, mossy and very snug-looking. A Wren nested in that same hole about seven 

or eight years ago and then disappeared; it’s good to welcome it back again. 

 

 
A Wren's Nest in a Railway Arch. 



Insects: 

Orange Tips were the most commonly seen butterfly in April across the parish; they are fortunately very 

distinctive, with the orange easily seen even if they don’t settle. Speckled Woods were also common. 

Interestingly, however, the third most frequently-seen butterfly was the Holly Blue, a tiny azure butterfly 

which one or two of us mistook for a Common Blue; an article in The Times on April 29th by Matthew 

Oates, the National Trust’s nature specialist, reported a revival in the Holly Blue population after years “in 

the doldrums”. We’re lucky to be a part of that. 

 

There have been no unusual insect sightings otherwise but sunny days have promoted activity among the 

bumble bees. Here’s one busy at a dandelion. 

 

 
Buff -tailed Bumblebee © Isabel H. 

Caddis Fly larvae have been found in the Curl but more information about the Curl and its catchment area 

will be given at the “Go Wild in the Curl” meeting in the Memorial Hall on May 24th – see later. 

 

Fish, reptiles and amphibians: 

Once again no fish or reptile sightings in Lyonshall and the dry weather may adversely affect smaller pools. 

 

Flora 

 

Trees and shrubs: 

Trees and shrubs across the parish have come into leaf – the Oak/Ash distinction has already been 

mentioned. They mostly spread a pleasant green but the Osier Willow and Copper Beeches provide contrast 

and the mahogany shades of the opening Sycamore leaves are distinctive – it’s a pity they change to a fairly 

boring green after a few weeks.  

There has also been an explosion of blossom with Wild Cherry blossom coming out even before last 

month’s Blackthorn has finally died, apple blossom out in the orchards and the first of the Hawthorn (May) 

just breaking. A very charming little shrub is flowering in the hedge behind the Memorial Hall – a type of 

Spiraea planted some time ago or a self-planted wild shrub? Does anyone know?  

 

                                      
                 Oil Seed Rape, Wild Cherry & ‘Edible’ Apple Blossom © Isabel H.           Can you identify this plant? 



 

Smaller plants: 

Last month I predicted that “By the end of April, the different flowers may be too numerous to list here”. I 

was right! In no particular order, coming into flower in April and mostly still flowering were Alkanet, Red 

Campion, Greater and Lesser Stitchwort, Ground Ivy, Ribwort Plantain, Yellow Sorrel, Meadow Buttercups, 

Field Forget-me-not, Bush Vetch, Cow Parsley, Garlic Mustard, Welsh Poppies, Sweet Violets, Coltsfoot and 

Herb Robert – and that’s without really “looking”! And, of course, we have Bluebells. See the Note attached. 

See also the recent adverts from The Woodland Trust seeking to map the spread of Bluebells in the UK. 

 

Fungi, Moss and Lichens: 

Right on cue! The St George’s Mushroom made its annual appearance in the Broad Meadow close to the 

Upper Fishpool on St George’s Day. This fungus is edible but please ensure that you pick the right one! 

 

 
St George's Mushroom [Calocybe gambosa] 

Lyonshall Weather in April 

 
 

After a bumpy start April began very warm and dry.  In fact it was one of the driest Aprils in recent 

memory.  We had no rain at all for the first fortnight but then came the Easter Bank Holiday with its 

traditional cloudburst on Easter Monday.  Just as things started to pick up we were hit by cold dry winds 

from the “frozen North” and, guess what, it rained on The May Bank Holiday Sunday and Monday.   In fact 

we had less than half of the rainy days that we could have expected with a total monthly rainfall of 17mm. 

 



The Plan 

The aim of the Country Diary is to record and, if possible, help to conserve the natural history of Lyonshall 

parish to provide a snapshot of one little bit of England for our enjoyment and anyone else’s interest. For 

example, in the article on the Holly Blue butterfly previously mentioned Matthew Oates of the National 

Trust says there has been a revival “at least in southern Britain” Does Lyonshall count as “southern Britain”? 

He needs to know about the revival here. For example again, The Woodland Trust did not have Lyonshall 

Park Wood on its bluebell map; it does now! Lyonshall is just one small parish but hopefully we can 

contribute to the wider picture.  

 

Meanwhile there are more active initiatives. “Go Wild in the Curl” which is working to improve the water 

quality and conserve the natural history of the Curl catchment area is holding an introductory meeting in 

Lyonshall on May 24th at 7.00 p.m. in the Memorial Hall under the title “Care for Your Countryside”. Details 

are attached, on the Lyonshall website and on flyers in the usual Lyonshall locations. Please come along – 

it’s all part of keeping Lyonshall’s wildlife habitat at its best for everyone’s enjoyment. 

 

 ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at jcvqa@btinternet.com  
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PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM – April 2017. 

 

               
                                     Red Campion.              Stitchwort.     Evergreen Bugloss. 

 

                         
The ‘Wild Almond’ - in fact a Plum (Prunus).            Desert Apple trees & Wild Cherry in ‘Park Wood’ © Isabel H. 

 

     
             English Bluebells by a Public Footpath.          “Mystery  Plant” by the Memorial Hall!  Can YOU identify it? 

 

Do you have any photographs of Flora or Fauna or local ‘Places of 
Interest’ to share with us? 


